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The CHOReVOLUTION Platform is Showcased at Paris Open Source
Summit 2017 while Beta-testers are Invited to Join a Hands-On Workshop 

IoT-enabled application DevOps professionals can discover the CHOReVOLUTION Platform
on OW2 community booth C18/D19 at POSS 2017, and experiment it during a workshop. 

Paris France, Dec. 6, 2017 -  OW2, the global community for open source infrastructure software, is
showcasing  at  Paris  Open  Source  Summit  2017  the  CHOReVOLUTION platform,  a  new  IDRE
(Integrated Development and Runtime Environment) to deliver dynamic and secure choreographies
of services in IoT and Web service domains like Smart Cities, Smart Tourism and Smart Retail. 

Visit OW2 booth C18/D19 at POSS 2017, Dec. 6-7, and ask for a demonstration of this innovative
platform, a direct result of the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.

On Dec. 6 afternoon, in room Plateau 1, the CHOReVOLUTION Workshop will allow beta-testers to
learn how to create standard BPMN2 diagrams to generate dynamic and secure choreography of
services. Joining Amleto DiSalle, L'Aquila University Professor, and more IT experts, beta-testers will
experiment the platform and check how they can use it in their environment. 

“With eight partners involved in the CHOReVOLUTION platform, we are  providing  front-end,  back-
end,  and middleware components, along with tangible business cases in domains like intelligent
transportation,  energy  savings,  smart  city  and smart  tourism”,  explains  Sébastien  Keller,  Project
Coordinator  at  Thales.  He will  present  the  CHOReVOLUTION project  at  POSS 2017 during the
FLOSS Collaborative Innovation session starting Dec. 6 at 5:00pm, in room Long-Métrage.

Try CHOReVOLUTION and win a drone!

IoT application developers are invited to try the CHOReVOLUTION platform, to evaluate its DevOps
experience and to provide their feedback about it. Doing so by 31 Jan. 2018, they will automatically
enter in a lottery to win a drone. Download the platform now: https://l.ow2.org/cpvm 

For more information about the CHOReVOLUTION platform, launch the  video overview, read the
CHOReVOLUTION leaflet, and the platform documentation.

About CHOReVOLUTION 

CHOReVOLUTION  is  an  IDRE  for  innovative  large-scale,  IoT-enabled,  service-oriented  distributed
applications. The project is developed by a consortium of eight partners and has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. The CHOReVOLUTION software is
publicly available through the OW2 community. More: http://www.chorevolution.eu/   

About OW2 
OW2 is an independent  community dedicated to developing open source code OW2 is an independent industry
community dedicated to developing open source code infrastructure (middleware and generic applications) and to
fostering a vibrant community and business ecosystem. The OW2 Consortium hosts some one hundred technology
projects,  including  ASM,  Bonita,  Chameleon,  CLIF,  DocDoku,  Easybeans,  Emerginov,  Fractal,  FusionDirectory,
JOnAS,  JORAM,  JOTM,  LemonLDAP:NG,  Lutece,  PetalsESB,  Prelude,  ProActive,  SAT4J,  Spagic,  Spago4Q,
SpagoBI, Talend Studio, Telosys, WebLab, XWiki. Visit https://www.ow2.org 
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